Chesco Pay Terms and Conditions
Introduction about Chesco Pay.
"Chesco Pay" is a Smart reseller platform that is meant for small, medium and large retail
sellers. Chesco Pay allows merchants / retails to sell Airtime therefore Zamtel , Airtel and MTN
networks. Chesco Pay also allows merchants to sell Zesco Units, Vodafone Bundles , Iconnect
Bundles, MLIFE and many more and earn commissions for each sale they make.

Accessibility to the Service.
-

To use Chesco-Pay, users will have to have active internet connection, therefore, WIFI or
Bundles on their phone, tablet, Laptop or any device that connects to the internet.
“Chesco Pay will be available with no internet connection in future.”

User Registration
-

-

-

Chesco-Pay is accessible to every retail seller who has signed up to Chesco-Pay and has
made a one off subscription payment as described on our brochure and has his / her
account activated.
Every user who signs up as a reseller will have to keep their account with credit for any
transaction / sale to be processed successfully.
An account can be disabled or deactivated if user of the account does not comply with the
“LAW” or performs and illegal action. When an account is disabled, user can claim credit
in his or her account in form of Cash from Chesco -Pay. “User will not be able to
perform any transactions when account is deactivated / disabled”
By accepting the terms and conditions user accepts our charges and commissions
stipulated in our brochure.

Liability.

-

-

Chesco-Pay will not be liable for any transactions / sales made wrongly by a
user. We advise all our users / merchants to request for a demo / training on
how to use the Chesco-Pay App.
Chesco Pay does not guarantee that the Chesco Pay App will be compatible
with all Android devices / phones, tablets and any other devices. However for
devices not compatible our support team will be able to assist or provide an
alternative to the compatibility.

For any questions / queries. Please contact us.

